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Introduction
HerbalNet Digital Repository is a wide-ranging collection of digital intellectual materials 
on herbal and traditional medicine from WHO offices and WHO partner institutions in the 
South-East Asia Region. It aims to:

promote inter- or multi-institutional collaboration among interested countries in  •
the area of herbal medicine,

share evidence-based information and country experiences in the use of herbal  •
medicine in primary health care, and

promote the safety, efficacy and quality of herbal medicines by exchanging  •
information on national norms and standards. 

The repository is built with the open-source, turnkey ® digital repository system 
from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, supported by ®, a not-for-profit 
organization, with a vision to help save shared scholarly, scientific and cultural records.

This document is a hands-on guide for creating communities, collections and performing 
data entry to the HerbalNet Digital Repository using DSpace. Being a hands-on guide, it 
intends to enhance, and not to replace, existing DSpace manuals and documentations. The 
document is aimed to be used as an aid at repository training workshops conducted by the 
World Health Organization’s Regional Office for South-East Asia.

Digital repository
A digital repository, also known as an institutional repository, “is an online locus for collecting, 
preserving, and disseminating – in digital form – the intellectual output of an institution, 
particularly a research institution”1. With widespread use of digital technologies in creating 
text, hypertext, image, audio, video and a multitude of hybrid information materials, digital 
repositories play a crucial role in preserving, archiving and disseminating information. Today, 
many formally published information materials in the form of books, journals, proceedings, 
reports, audios and videos are available in digital format and several of them are freely 
accessible over computer networks and the media. 

Especially important are information materials that cannot be found easily through 
conventional channels such as publishers. These materials are generally known as “grey 
literature” and they are “frequently original and usually recent”.2 Embedded inside them 
are high-value assets such as traditions, institutional memories, unique experiences, good 
practices and lessons-learned.

In many countries, especially in the developing world, these information materials are 
scattered all over institutions, never to be identified and managed and mostly forgotten, and 
many of them have already been lost over time. This is especially true with information on 
herbal and traditional medicine, much of which even dates back several thousand years!

It is WHO’s objective to identify, process, preserve, archive and disseminate these 
valuable assets by establishing digital repositories in several subject areas. HerbalNet Digital 
Repository is part of this initiative.

1 Wikipedia contributors. Institutional repository. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. April 20, 2011, 08:56 UTC. Available at:  
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Institutional_repository&oldid=424992461 accessed 10 May 2011.

2 Debachere, M.C. Problems in obtaining grey literature. IFL4 Journal. 1995; 21 (2): 94–98. doi:10.1177/034003529502100205
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DSpace Framework
Digital repository in the DSpace system is structured into virtually unlimited number of 
communities, sub-communities, collections and items.
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DSpace users
DSpace is normally installed on a computer server and it is the server administrator’s duty 
to back up, import, export and maintain the DSpace system. In addition, DSpace has its 
own DSpace specific users and the server administrator does not have the authority to 
change passwords or modify the trustee rights of DSpace users. There are three basic types 
of DSpace users:

Administrator
 Administrator has side-wide authority; can 

perform maintenance and create communities, 
sub-communities and collections.

Community/Collection 
Manager

 Collection Manager has full authority for specific 
collection or multiple collections.

Subscribers  Can subscribe to DSpace for receiving email 
alerts when new items are added.
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Communities and collections at HerbalNet

HerbalNet is composed of 11 communities, one community for each of the 11 WHO 
South-East Asia Region Member States. It has three additional communities specific to the 
WHO Regional Office for South-East Asia to archive information material on regional and 
global perspectives.

Collections in HerbalNet are organized directly under each community so as to narrow 
down the vertical dimension of the repository, thereby allowing easier navigation by users.

HerbalNet users
Users in HerbalNet are organized into 14 user groups as follows:

1 Site Manager Group •
11 Country Manager Group (one group for each Member State) •
1 WHO Group •
1 Anonymous Group •
Site Managers have site-wide authorization to read, create, modify and delete  •
communities, sub-communities and collections, and to add/edit information 
items. Site Managers do not have authorization for user passwords.

Country Managers and WHO Group members can read, create, modify and  •
delete communities, sub-communities and collections and add/edit information 
items for their own country community or WHO communities.

Anonymous users can read and subscribe to collections and registers for email  •
alerts in HerbalNet.
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Logging into Herbalnet
Open your browser and access (1) http://herbalnet.healthrepository.org.

Click at “My Repository”.(2) 

Type in your e-mail address and password and click on “login” button.(3) 

If you have forgotten your password, click on “Have you forgotten your password?” (4) 
link.

Type your e-mail address and click on “I forgot my password” button. You will (5) 
receive an email with instructions on how to reset your password.

Please note that your HerbalNet password is strictly “private” only to you and  -
nobody else, including the HerbalNet site administrator, has the authority 
to view or modify it. “Forgot my password” is the only option to reset your 
password.
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If you are new to HerbalNet, you can register yourself with HerbalNet by clicking (6) 
at “New user? Click here to register” link after you clicked at “My Repository”.

Fill in your e-mail address at the User Registration form and click on the “Register” (7) 
button. You will receive an email with information on how to fill in your personal 
information and create your private password.

As a newly registered user you will be automatically assigned “Anonymous”  -
level of authorization, with which you can subscribe to the e-mail alert 
service to inform you whenever new items are added to collections that you 
subscribe to. However, you will not be able to create communities, sub-
communities, collections and submit information items to collections.

If you are a member of any of the HerbalNet partner institutions, please  -
send an email request to HerbalNet Site Manager (library@searo.who.int) 
to upgrade your account and configure appropriate authorization.

As part of HerbalNet partner institutions, you can become a member of the Country 
Manager Group (CMG) for your country in HerbalNet Digital Repository. You will have 
authorizations to create or modify sub-communities and collections and submit information 
items to collections for your country. However, you will only have read and subscription 
authorizations to HerbalNet information from other countries.

Adding items to HerbalNet
An item in HerbalNet is composed of metadata elements and one or more bitstreams. 
Original information materials in digital format such as full-text, presentations, image, video, 
etc. are known as “bitstreams”. To add an item to HerbalNet:
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Log into HerbalNet and navigate to a collection under your community where (1) 
you want to add items.

Click here to start submission

Click on “Submit to this collection” button to start your submission process.

Select appropriate
checkboxes

Select (check) the appropriate checkboxes to describe the behaviour of the item. (2) 
The checkboxes are obvious and self-explanatory.

 Click at “Next” button to proceed.(3) 
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Click at “Add More” button

for entries more than one

value

Complete the required information in the data entry boxes. Explanations are (4) 
displayed under each data entry box. For entries with more than one value, click 
on the “Add more” button at the right side of the data entry box.

Names of authors, photo/videographers, editors and advisers must be  -
entered with the last name followed by first name, in conformity with the 
Dublin Core Metadata standard3.

If the author is an institution instead of a person, enter the name of the  -
organization/institution in the Corp Author box.

If the item has more than one title, in another language, enter another title  -
in the “Other title” box.

Use the drop-down list to select appropriate information for Identifiers, Type - 4 
and Language entries5. If your required information is not in the drop-down 
list, use “Other” or send an email request to the HerbalNet Site Manager 
(library@searo.who.int) to create additional values.

3 HerbalNet Metadata Registry, Appendix A, p21
4 HerbalNet Item Types, Appendix B, p24
5 HerbalNet Languages, Appendix C, p26
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Click on “Next” button to continue your data entry.(5) 

NLM Medical Subject
Heading Lookup

Enter medical subject heading (MeSH) of the U.S. National Library of Medicine(6) 6 
into “Subject MeSH” entry box. For entries with more than one value, click on 
“Add more” button at the right side of data entry box.

You can check the MeSH by clicking on the “MeSH lookup” link at the top right (7) 
of the page. A pop-up window will appear with MeSH lookup facility.

Enter free-style keywords into “Subject keywords” entry box. You can enter more (8) 
than one value.

If table of contents of the item is available, enter the information into “Table of (9) 
contents” entry box.

Enter abstract and general notes of the item into “Abstract” or “General notes” (10) 
entry boxes respectively. Press enter to separate paragraphs.

If owner of original full-text material does not authorize you to use the full-text (11) 
file, please enter URL (link) of the full-text material into “Source uri” entry box.

Enter copyright information of the item into “Copyright” entry box.(12) 

Click at “Next” button to continue data entry.(13) 

6 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/ - accessed 10 May 2011
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Browse full-text file
from your computer
and select

Skip file upload if full-
text is not available

Click at Next to
upload full-text

Click at “Browse” button to select full-text file from your computer, and click on (14) 
“Next” button to upload.

If full-text is not available, click on “Skip file upload” button.(15) 

Check information of
uploaded full-text file
and correct if necessary

Next to continue

Check information of the uploaded file and make corrections if necessary.(16) 

Click on “Next” button to continue.(17) 
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Next to continue

Perform necessary
changes

Verify all information entered for the new item. Make appropriate changes if (18) 
necessary. Click on “Next” button to continue.

Click at “I Grant the

License” to finish
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Click on “I Grant the License” button to finish adding new item to your (19) 
collection.

You can now submit another item to the same collection or go back to communities (20) 
and collections.

Editing items in HerbalNet
From time to time, you may need to edit an existing item in HerbalNet to add additional 
information, correct mistakes or upload additional files. To edit an existing item:

Log into HerbalNet and navigate to the item you want to edit.(1) 

Click here to edit

Click on “Edit” button to start editing the item.(2) 
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Withdraw
Delete
Move

Edit or
Remove

Add

Remove
bitstreams

Add
bitstreams

Update
item

You can now edit information in existing metadata elements, remove existing (3) 
metadata elements or add new metadata elements.

You can remove existing bitstreams (full-text files, images, video files etc.) or add (4) 
new bitstreams to the item.

You can also withdraw or delete (expunge) the item or move the item to other (5) 
collections.

Click on “Update” button to save the edited item.(6) 
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Authorizations in HerbalNet
HerbalNet has the following standard DSpace 1.7.x authorizations:7

Collection authorizations

ADD/REMOVE Add or remove items (ADD = permission to submit

items)

DEFAULT_ITEM_READ Inherited as READ by all submitted items

DEFAULT_BITSTREAM_READ Inherited as READ by bitstreams of all submitted items. 
Note: only affects bitstreams of an item at the time it is 
initially submitted. If a bitstream is added later, it does 
not get the same default read policy.

COLLECTION_ADMIN Collection administrators can edit items in a collection, 
withdraw items, map other items into this collection.

Item authorizations

ADD/REMOVE Add or remove bundles

READ Can view item (item metadata is always viewable)

WRITE Can modify item

Bundle authorizations

ADD/REMOVE Add or remove bitstreams to a bundle

Bitstream authorizations

READ View bitstream

WRITE Modify bitstream

In addition, HerbalNet has 11 Country Manager Groups (CMGs), one group for each of 
the 11 Member States and a WHO group. Each CMG is assigned administrator authorizations 
for each Member State. 

Members of each CMG can modify their own community. In addition, they can create 
and modify sub-communities and collections under the community. However, they cannot 
delete sub-communities and collections, so as to prevent accidental loss of items.

Creating Sub-communities
As mentioned earlier, HerbalNet is structured with collections directly under communities 
and without sub-communities, in order to narrow down the vertical dimension. However, 
it is possible to create sub-communities between communities and collections, if necessary. 
For members of the CMG, to create sub-communities:

Log into HerbalNet and navigate to your community.(1) 

7 http://www.dspace.org/1_7_1Documentation/DSpace-Manual.pdf -  accessed 15 May 2011.
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Create Sub-community

Click at “Create Sub-community” button at right.(2) 

Create

Name, Description and
Introduction

Type in name of your sub-community, a short description and introductory (3) 
text.

Click on “Create” button.(4) 
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Creating Collections
To create more collections in your community or sub-community,

Log into HerbalNet and navigate to your community or sub-community.(1) 

Create collection

 Click on “Create “Collection” button at right.(2) 

Select appropriate
checkboxes

Next to proceed

Select (check) the 7 checkboxes to control the behaviour of the collection. The (3) 
checkboxes are obvious and self-explanatory.
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Click on “Next” button to proceed.(4) 

Next to proceed

Name and other
necessary information

Type in name of your collection, a short description, introductory text and other (5) 
necessary information.

Next to proceed

You can add E-people and/or Groups authorized to manage the collection. (6) 
Authorization management is explained in the following section. At this moment, 
just click at “Next” button to proceed.

You will be back to the collection editor page. Click at “Update” button at the (7) 
bottom of page to save the current collection.

You can now see your newly created collection.
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Managing collection authorizations
On HerbalNet, authorizations on who can view, create and modify sub-communities, 
collections and information items can be set up at the sub-community, collection and item 
levels.

The following instructions are for setting up authorizations at the collection level and 
setting up authorizations for other levels to follow similar procedures.

Log into HerbalNet and navigate to your collection.(1) 

Click on “Edit” button at the top left side of the page.(2) 
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Click on “Edit” button for collection’s authorizations.(3) 

To allow public access to metadata “only” and limit access to full-text bitstreams, (4) 
click on “Edit” button for “DEFAULT_BITSTREAM_READ”.

Change from Anonymous To Administrator or other

Click at Save

Change “DEFAULT_BITSTREAM_READ” authorization from Anonymous group (5) 
to Administrator or any user group you would like to allow access.

Click on “Save” button.(6) 
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To restrict public access to metadata of an item, click on “Edit” button for (7) 
“DEFAULT_ITEM_READ”.

Change from Anonymous To Administrator or other

Click at Save

Change “DEFAULT_ITEM_READ” authorization from Anonymous group to (8) 
Administrator or any user group you would like to allow access.

Click on “Save” button.(9) 

To restrict access to (10) both metadata and full-text bitstreams, change both 
“DEFAULT_ITEM_READ” and “DEFAULT_BITSTREAM_READ” authorizations 
from anonymous group to Administrator or any user group you would like to 
allow access (steps 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).

All newly created items under the collection after the authorization set-up,  -
will inherit authorization settings of the collection. Authorization set-up will 
not affect previously created items.

You can still modify authorization of a specific item or items, at the “item  -
level”, under the collection to suit your own customized authorization 
needs. 

By default, HerbalNet allows both metadata and bitstreams of all items  -
visible and accessible by everyone. You can prevent public access to either 
metadata or  bitstreams or both and allow only specific users or user groups 
access to these resources as mentioned above. However, titles and authors 
of items will “always” remain to be visible by all.

Guidelines for Bitstreams
Bitstreams, or original full-text, presentation, image or video materials are the final target 
objects of HerbalNet Digital Repository. To take full advantage of HerbalNet features, please 
observe following guidelines:

Whenever possible, use native Acrobat (PDF) files generated from full-text (1) 
documents.

Keep image Acrobat (PDF) file sizes small and, whenever possible, OCR image (2) 
PDF files and make double-layered PDF files, with background OCR text.
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Avoid using large image and video files to save bandwidth for both uploading (3) 
and downloading these files.

Avoid using spaces in file names.(4) 

Conclusion
The DSpace system upon which HerbalNet Digital Repository is established is a huge 
system with numerous features and facilities. This document touches only a small fraction 
of the overall power of Dspace. It was developed as a quick starter guide that will empower 
HerbalNet partners to start archiving their valuable information assets at the HerbalNet 
Digital Repository.

Every society is endowed with its own knowledge and beliefs in traditional medicine, 
recorded and passed on for generations. Literature in herbal and traditional medicine exists 
in numerous formats ranging from clay tablets, palm leaves and wooden blocks to paper 
and digital media. 

Most of this information material is scattered throughout societies, many have been 
forgotten over time and some lost forever. HerbalNet aims to help preserve these valuable 
assets. It is a user-centric initiative of WHO, aimed at using digitization to preserve and 
disseminate valid, reliable and comprehensive information to the herbal and traditional 
medicine community across the globe. 
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Appendix A: HerbalNet Metadata Registry
No. Element Qualifier Description

1. contributor adviser Use primarily for thesis adviser.

2. contributor author

3. contributor editor

4. contributor illustrator

5. contributor other

6. contributor A person, organization or service responsible for the 
content of the resource. Catch-all for unspecified 
contributors.

7. coverage special Spatial characteristics of content.

8. coverage temporal Temporal characteristics of content.

9. creator Do not use; only for harvested metadata.

10. date accessioned Date Dspace takes possession of item.

11. date available Date or date range item became available to the public.

12. date copyright Date of copyright.

13. date created Date of creation or manufacture of intellectual content, if 
different from date issued.

14. date issued Date of publication or distribution.

15. date submitted Recommend for theses/dissertations.

16. date updated The last time the item was updated via the SWORD 
interface.

17. date Use qualified form if possible.

18. description abstract Abstract or summary.

19. Description affiliation

20. Description provenance The history of custody of the item since its creation, 
including any changes successive custodians made to it.

21. Description sponsorship Information about sponsoring agencies, individuals, or 
contractual arrangements for the item.

22. Description statementofresponsibility To preserve statement of responsibility from MARC 
records.

23. Description tableofcontents A table of contents for a given item.

24. Description url Uniform Resource Identifier pointing to description of 
this item.

25. Description version The peer reviewed status of an item.

26. description Catch-all for any description not defined by qualifiers.

27. Format extent Size or duration.

28. Format medium Physical medium.

29. Format mimetype Registered MIME type identifiers.

30. format Catch-all for any format information not defined by 
qualifiers.

31. Identifier citation Human-readable, standard bibliographic citation of non-
Dspace format of this item.

32. Identifier govdoc A government document number.

33. Identifier isbn International Standard Book Number.

34. Identifier ismn International Standard Music Number.

35. Identifier issn International Standard Serial Number.

36. Identifier other A known identifier type common to a local collection.

37. Identifier sici Serial Item and Contribution Identifier.

38. Identifier slug A uri supplied via the sword slug header, as a suggested 
uri for the item.

39. Identifier uri Uniform Resource Identifier.
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No. Element Qualifier Description

40. Identifier whodoc WHO Document Number.

41. identifier Catch-all for unambiguous identifiers not defined by 
qualified form; use identifier.other for a known identifier 
common to a local collection instead of unqualified 
form.

42. Language iso Current ISO standard for language of intellectual content, 
including country codes (e.g. “en_US”).

43. Language Rfc3306 The rfc3066 form of the language for the item.

44. language Catch-all for non-ISO forms of the language of the item, 
accommodating harvested values.

45. publisher Entity responsible for publication, distribution, or 
imprint.

46. Relation haspart References physically or logically contained item.

47. Relation hasversion References later version.

48. Relation isbasedon References source.

49. Relation isformatof References additional physical form.

50. Relation ispartof References physically or logically containing item.

51. Relation ispartofseries Series name and number within that series, if available.

52. Relation isreferencedby Pointed to by referenced resource.

53. Relation isreplacedby References succeeding item.

54. Relation isversionof References earlier version.

55. Relation replaces References preceding item.

56. Relation requires Referenced resource is required to support function, 
delivery, or coherence of item.

57. Relation uri References Uniform Resource Identifier for related item.

58. relation Catch-all for references to other related items.

59. rights holder Owner of the copyright.

60. rights uri References terms governing use and reproduction.

61. rights Terms governing use and reproduction.

62. Source uri Do not use; only for harvested metadata.

63. source Do not use; only for harvested metadata.

64. subject classification Catch-all for value from local classification system; global 
classification systems will receive specific qualifier.

65. subject ddc Dewey Decimal Classification Number.

66. subject lcc Library of Congress Classification Number.

67. subject lcsh Library of Congress Subject Headings.

68. subject mesh Medical Subject Headings.

69. subject other Local controlled vocabulary; global vocabularies will 
receive specific qualifier.

70. subject Uncontrolled index term.

71. Title alternative Varying (or substitute) form of title proper appearing in 
item, e.g., abbreviation or translation.

72. title Title statement/title proper.

73. type Nature or genre of content.
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Appendix B: HerbalNet publication types

No. Type Description Remarks

1. Animation

2. Article

3. Assignment Report

4. Audio

5. Background paper

6. Book

7. Book chapter

8. Concept paper

9. Conference paper

10. Consultant Report see Assignment Report

11. Dataset

12. Dissertation see also Thesis

13. Document

14. Fact sheet

15. Guideline/Manual

16. Image

17. Image, 3-D

18. Learning Object

19. Map

20. Meeting Report

21. Musical Score

22. Paper, Background see Background paper

23. Paper, Concept see Concept paper

24. Paper, Conference see Conference paper

25. Paper, Working see Working paper

26. Photo

27. Plan or blueprint

28. Podcast

29. Poster

30. Preprint

31. Presentation

32. Press/News release

33. Project Report

34. Recording, acoustical

35. Recording, musical

36. Recording, oral

37. Report

38. Report, assignment see Assignment Report

39. Report, meeting see Meeting Report

40. Report, project see Project Report

41. Report, research see Research Report

42. Report, technical see Technical Report

43. Report, travel see Travel Report

44. Research Report

45. Software

46. Speech

47. Statement
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No. Type Description Remarks

48. Strategy

49. Technical Report

50. Thesis see also Dissertation

51. Travel Report

52. Video

53. Website

54. Working paper

55. Other

Appendix C: HerbalNet languages
No. Language Description Remarks

1. N/A Not available

2. Arabic

3. Bengali

4. Chinese

5. Dzonkha Bhutan

6. English (United States)

7. English

8. French

9. German

10. Hindi

11. Bahasa Indonesia

12. Japanese

13. Korean

14. Myanmar

15. Nepali

16. Portuguese

17. Russian

18. Sinhalese Sri Lanka

19. Spanish

20. Tetum Timor Leste

21. Thai

22. (Other) Other languages, not listed
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